Climate negotiations - from negotiations between nations, to those within ourselves
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Tuesday, 21 January

11:45  Lunch at Elite Hotel Ideon
12:45  Welcome - Cheryl Sjöström, ClimBECO
13:00  The climate negotiations in Brazil, Chile, Spain - Ludwig Bengtsson Sonesson, Lund University Sustainability Forum and Swedish Youth Delegate to COP25

13:50  Health break
14:00  PhD presentations group 1
14:40  Coffee
15:00  Mock UN Negotiations - Kim Nicholas, Lund University Centre for Sustainability Studies (LUCSUS)

17:00  Health break
17:20  PhD presentations group 2
18:00  Health break
18:10  PhD presentations group 3
19:15  Dinner at Elite Hotel Ideon

Wednesday, 22 January

08:30  Summary/reflections from day one
08:50  PhD presentations group 4
09:40  Coffee
10:00  Presentation and workshop. Climate anxiety, and how to mobilize and communicate concrete actions for change - Frida Hylander, climate psychologist and author

11:30  Discuss mentoring programme (plus room for potential PhD presentations)
12:00  Lunch

Find your way to Elite Hotel Ideon, Lund - scan the QR code